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Data commonly used to link SKUs between
ApparelMagic and external systems
Within ApparelMagic there are 3 data items commonly used to link SKUs between
ApparelMagic and an external system. These 3 data items are listed below.
The SKU: A combination of the Style Number + Attribute 2-Color, Attribute 3(if used) +
Attribute 4-Size
UPC: The SKU Universal Product Code
SKU Alt Code: The Alternate SKU Code

How SKUs are created within ApparelMagic
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Within ApparelMagic SKUs are automatically generated by combining the Style Number +
Attribute 2 - Color Abbreviation + Attribute 3 Abbreviation (if used) + Attribute 4 - Size.
For the rst example, we will use only the Style Number, Attribute 2 Color Abbreviation and
Size. If the Style Number is Shirt1000, the Color-way Abbreviation is BLK and the Size is XS, the
SKU that is created will be Shirt1000BLKXS.
For our second example, we will include an Attribute 3. Typically, an Attribute 3 is an extra
descriptor that lives between the color and size.
In this case, we will use Attribute 3 as an additional descriptor of the Attribute 2 - Color.
We will use Attribute 3 for the Print. The print that we will use is Camou age with an
abbreviation of CAMO. Therefore, If the Style Number is Shirt1000, the Color-way Abbreviation
is BLK, Attribute 3 Abbreviation is CAMO and the Size is XS, the SKU that is created will be
Shirt1000BLKCAMOXS.
When syncing products to an external system a user can choose to sync by the SKU value. The
ApparelMagic SKU will be sent to the external system to link the product between the two
systems. Transactions can then be downloaded from the external system into ApparelMagic by
matching the SKUs between the two systems.

UPCs
Within ApparelMagic UPCs can be added directly within a SKU in the UPC eld.
UPCs can also be added to a SKU by utilizing the SKU Import Template and entering the UPC
into the UPC column of the import template. The Import Template can then be imported into
ApparelMagic which will then populate the UPC with the corresponding SKU.
UPCs can also be created in ApparelMagic by using the Auto-Generate UPC command within
the Inventory Maintenance module of ApparelMagic.
When syncing products to an external system a user can choose to sync by using the UPC
instead of the SKU value. The UPC listed for the SKU in ApparelMagic will be sent to the
external system. Transactions can then be downloaded from the external system into
ApparelMagic by matching the UPC on the transaction with a UPC within ApparelMagic.
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SKU Alt Code
SKU Alternate Codes can be added directly within a SKU in the Alternate Code eld. SKU
Alternate Codes can also be added to a SKU by utilizing the SKU Import Template and entering
the Code into the SKU_Alt column of the import le.
When syncing products to an external system a user can choose to sync by using the UPC
instead of the SKU value. Transactions can then be downloaded from the external system into
ApparelMagic by matching the UPC on the transactions with a UPC within ApparelMagic.
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